
The amazing story of the Nordic Wellness Chair  
 
This wonderful story began in April 2019 when Arjo, the supplier, offered Methodist Homes a 2-week trial at 
Prim Villa. This chair was originally designed as a high-end recliner in Europe and it was noticed that those 
living with dementia were calmer after spending some time in the chair. So the fully automated Wellness 
Nordic Relax Chair was developed. It combines music, tactile stimulation and rocking motion to offer a unique 
and calming multi-sensory experience. Whilst I was preparing our feedback for the Nordic Wellness chair, for 
Argo, with our two recreational therapists our nursing manager felt the need to share some of the concrete 
information of changes seen in our residents after only a few weeks spending 20 mins per day in this chair.  

 
Our dear Italian Nona who only stops moving when she sleeps. In recent months 
she has pulled a tap off a basin and then the whole basin was lifted off the wall - 
a real gusher! She moves armchairs and computer screens and whatever else in 
her mind needs tidying up. We have had to resort to extra sedation to try and 
get her to rest her very old and tired body. From the first day in the chair she 
would sleep almost instantly and has become so much calmer. 
 
Mrs MM has been quite aggressive verbally and physically. She has had to be 
restrained in a safety chair for this and the fact that she put everything in her 
mouth (stress ball, tissues and even Christmas baubles). She is so much calmer 
laughing and talking more than before. 
 

Mrs EM has been in constant motion since she came to Prim Villa 3 years ago and even has to be restrained so 
that she will eat which makes her very frustrated. First time in the chair she eventually relaxed after 10 
minutes and slept for the first time ever during the day. This just made us cry as she was our demonstration 
candidate and the change was so dramatic. 
 
Mr BC is a sweet man but busy and restless and hallucinates at times. After a few sessions in the chair he 
became sleepier during the day and we have weaned him off his sedation medication completely. This drug is 
a powerful anti-psychotic and we are delighted to have him off this. 
 
Mrs MN was quiet, depressed and extremely anxious with poor eating habits. We have, since treatment on 
the chair, moved her to Mid-Care where she makes tea, sets the table and enjoys walking in the garden and 
communicating with other residents. 
 
Mrs TS came to us in February depressed with very poor mobility. She did not want to eat or communicate. 
The first time she did not enjoy the chair but with repeated sessions she is moving about on her own, eating 
well and always ready with a smile. We are introducing her to Mid-Care and she is responding extremely well 
so we will move her when next a bed becomes available. 
 
In our small trial group, 3 peoples' medication has been significantly reduced, sleeping and behaviour patterns 
have changed dramatically and 2 people from our Care-Centre have been moved to Mid-Care. 
 
Over the past many years we have always been looking for new trends and treatments for those living with 
dementia. Science understands very little about what is happening in their brains and they are unable to 
explain it to us. However we had seen such an enormous change in our residents that we realized we needed 
to have one of these chairs available to our residents. 
 
Prim Villa are now the proud owners of two Nordic Wellness Chairs, an essential piece of therapeutic 
equipment which can alleviate some of our residents suffering and change their lives dramatically today.  



Our first Nordic Chair arrived at Prim Villa on the 25th of September and on that wonderful day a resident’s 
family member, on seeing the chair and hearing the testimony of our trial period, very generously paid for us 
to get a second chair! 
 
So started a new time of healing and calm at our precious home. 
We started putting our original trial group and new residents in the chair for a 20 minute session every day.  
 
The change in behaviour and demeanour has been dramatic for some and gradual for others. Residents who 
exhibited extremely challenging behaviour have calmed down considerably. The nervous and anxious are 
more relaxed and where that affected their eating and poor appetite, we have noticed a big improvement.  
 
The restless and sometimes aggressive have changed and medication has been reduced. 
Our staff have noticed quickly that time spent in the Nordic chair benifets our residents and a new resident 
gets a session in the chair very shortly after being welcomed into our care facility. 
 
Recently we have noticed a dramatic positive change in the condition of 3 new residents who have had 
strokes and come to us from Step Down care. After 3 days one gentleman who had a PEG tube for feeding and 
unable to even stand alone has started to eat and drink full diet and is walking with very little assistance, all 
within 2 weeks. Another person who had a severe stroke and was not expected to survive more than a few 
days has improved so much that she is now eating a normal diet and has shown movement and strength 
return to her affected leg.  Yet another new admission with severe Parkinson’s who required assistance to 
walk has, within 10 days, moved to our Mid Care section and manages to walk alone and be more 
independent. 
 
We strive to research all new and innovative ways of helping those living with dementia to lead the best 
quality of life that is possible, 
 
 

AND THEN THERE WERE TWO…. 
 
This was the amazing day that a family member came 
to visit his son at Prim Villa and saw the delivery of our 
first Nordic wellness chair being delivered. He asked 
Sister Anne what it was and how it worked. She told 
him and he asked how much it cost. He then said 
“Order another one I will put the money in Prim Villas 
account today.” 
 
We are now the proud owners of our second Nordic 
wellness chair thanks to the amazing kindness of a 
family member! 
 
Thank you! 
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